A. The whirlwinds that came out of the North, or Aquilon.
B. The great clouds.
C. The fire wrapped about it.
D. The brightness about it.
E. The likeness of amber, or the pale colour.
F. The forms of the four horns.
G. Their faces like faces of men.
H. Hands coming out from under their wings.
J. N. Their wings in two rows, bound on another.
K. O. Their two wings, which covered their bodies.
L. Fire running, among the beast.
M. Whose heads having every one four faces.
N. The rings of the wheels which were full of eyes.
O. The form of the beast was crystal.
P. The throne which was set upon the sea.
Q. Where his face was like the appearance of a man.
R. The appearance of amber about, and his hands like men.
S. The fire about him.
T. The brightness of fire like the colour thereof.